
Minutes – the Flat – sept 08, 2010
Present: Ben, Krzysztof, Farid, Brian, Zinta, Alissa, Rea, Max, Finn, Christian, Heather
Facilitator: Zinta ; Notetaker: Ben ; Speakers’ List: Rea

Setting of the agenda based on last meeting’s minutes
Suggested we go through cyclists forum stuff first bcs people have to go to cyclists’ 
forum meeting
Go around with names
Krzysztof introduces what we do at collective meetings to newcomers

Farid is putting together notes on how to edit website

Finn is nominated to be Flat panel spokesperson. No objections. We should announce 
Cyclists Forum to listserv & volunteer contacts, (as well as velo velo conference)

Ideas to bring up at cyclists’ forum strategy meeting?
Max suggests that we bring up the fact that this forum is happening ‘after the fact’.
Also inefficient use of money to pay guards to tell cyclists to dismount…this must be 
framed in a certain way to not pit jobs vs. bikes…

Not focus only on ‘woulda coulda shoulda’ argument, but on ‘what can be done now that 
this decision has been made’ to integrate cyclists on campus…use examples from other 
campuses.

Finn, Krzysztof, Christian depart for cyclists forum prep meeting.

Farid: have more than one point per semester when we do training. We should emphasize 
anti-oppression training & hands-off approach. Also where everything is in the shop.

Heather: concern over knowing where things are. Alissa: tour of the shop would be 
helpful.

Zinta: roles blend into one another, not clearly defined while on shift.

Farid / Max / Rea: Door Person needs to stick to the door

Farid: Hard to integrate new volunteers when shop is busy. Maybe we should do it on 
volunteer Fridays. Not let volunteers come on shift before attending a training.

Max: suggests copying Right to Move model of door person. All volunteers out of shop 
to greet everyone and mechanics assigned to stands with individual service users. Says 
the way it is now, it is kind of chaotic and unclear.

Ben is frustrated – are ppl reading anything he is writing in emails?



Volunteers should come to vol Friday first and then have a shift as a New Volunteer 
(NV).

Rea – suggests use of language training to be sure all volunteers are aware of 
appropriate / inappropriate language usage. Says she has heard some pretty inappropriate 
things from volunteers.

Zinta & Farid can be here as keyholders for this coming volunteer Friday. Max suggests 
we use a bike as an example of some concrete bike problems, which was very helpful 
when he did volunteer training. Victoria suggests safety checklist be emphasized.

Zinta suggests we not train this week but we start at the following volunteer Friday – not 
enough time to prepare.

Rent-a-Bike: Farid – at Bike! Bike! Conference in Toronto, there was workshop on lend-
a-bike program, seems like logistical insanity unless there is someone coordinating it full 
time. Can’t just be a side project…

Proposed in the first place bcs we had so many 90% built bikes in storage and they could 
be ridden, but maybe this is too much to take on.

Zinta: who will make sure bikes are safe and advertise program and implement a lending 
system. If someone is willing, then go for it, but seems like everyone is getting really 
busy. But we could give bikes to Caravane…Cool…

Rea: if the goal is to build up bikes to be useful and get rid of them from storage, could 
also give them to Native Friendship Centre.

Max: we should keep some frames in storage, but should get rid of some – very cluttered.

Ben: maybe we should advertise frame availability to ppl before we chuk ‘em.

Lend a bike is dead…

Build a Bike: cool way of learning lots and using lots of frames & parts. Program is cool 
bcs they can store their bike here. System like at right to move – yellow paper attached to 
bike with all of stuff you’ve done and parts you’ve used and you can pay then or once 
finished. After certain point, if it stays there unclaimed, the shop reclaims it.

We’ll need to create more storage space downstairs…

We have a lot of stuff on our plate right now – maybe we should continue to talk about it 
but not act on it now…Farid – maybe we should just have a system in place (made forms 
in the summer)



Brian: don’t want stands to all be used up by build a bike projects, takes away from 
repairs stands availability

Max: We could make Fridays or Saturdays open to build a bike…

Victoria: feels build a bike probably won’t happen ‘in droves’ and we could handle it

Much discussion…we could keep infrastructure in place but not advertise it…

Let’s limit bike building to one part on a shift so time isn’t taken up…Farid will print the 
form(s) on the new flat printer, which Victoria may donate to us…(?)

Farid says his form has funny pricing scheme so we shouldn’t use it…he will copy Right 
to Move’s form…

When we get to slower months, we can advertise this build a bike program more.

Farid & Zinta wrote an ‘Ask Stuart’ column which they sent to the googlegroups…does 
anyone have issues with it? (it’s a bit scandalous). Will ppl send in actual questions? Yes, 
but there is also ‘filler’ pre-prepared. Hasn’t been sent to the Daily yet. Will be slotted in 
with Sports, Health, or Commentary sections in the paper.

Ask Stuart is accepted – let’s do it…Stuart is a dirty, dirty animal…

Activities Night – Farid will submit a form to SSMU asking about setting up outside 
on Mctavish instead of inside at a table – deadline extended to tomorrow (the 9th) !! 
Finn may have spoken to them already, but we are not sure…??. Will confirm with 
volunteers who will be there to greet activities night attendees.

Workshops – same schedule, just bumped up by one date each, ending on Dec. 1st , will 
confirm with Myrill. Zinta/Farid will put details up on website.

Max – plugs Car Free Mile End (permaculture on bikes? Lunch on a Grill Bike? Dancing 
in the street? Park”ing” activity of greening a parking lot? Very cool…)

Velo! Velo! also happening soon.

Meeting adjourned. We will choose facilitator, notetaker, and speakers’ list keeper at 
beginning of next meeting, which is in two weeks’ time.


